We have the honour and opportunity to express our tribute to Prof. Ervin László in his homeland, in Budapest on his 85th birthday. Prof. Laszlo since his 1st on-stage appearance as a pianist at the age of 9 has been serving human culture, the evolution of consciousness and relentlessly offering hope for a better world, thus inspiring people’s aspiration to care about Gaia, our mother Earth as well as to grow into the heartspace of oneness to co-create a better future.
ERVIN LÁSZLÓ 85
INVITATION

LAUDATIONS,
CONFERENCE
DIALOGUES
QUESTIONS WE LIVE
WITH

JUNE 14~15, 2017, BUDAPEST

JUNE 14th 3pm-7pm – The Future Revisited
CONFERENCE – scientist, researchers express tribute
at The Hungarian Academy of Sciences

Followed by Laudation, concert and Buffet Reception
Registration: regisztracio@emeraldpr.hu

JUNE 15th 2pm-7pm - Who are we & why are we here?
The Intelligence of the Cosmos, Spirit dialogues with VIPs
(Very Inspired Participants!) and Ervin Laszlo on his
upcoming book

Co-Facilitators of Spirit Dialogues
Agota E. Ruzsa, chair of SoL Hungary, creative member of CoB
Anne-Marie Voorhoeve, NL, CoB International Project Office

REGISTRATION ONLINE HERE & UPDATED INFORMATION

This tribute is co-organized by The Club of Budapest, and sponsor organizations SoL Hungary, AGA and Plac & Profit